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Abstract: Attention is given to serious difficulties of general relativity conditioned by the ascription of the
role of gravitational charge to energy. It is emphasized again that the formula for energy obtained on the
basis of Minkowski’s equation (for the contravariant 4-vector of energy-momentum) describes a
gravitational repulsion.
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The “gravity” mass E/c2 is ascribed to energy E in general relativity (GR) [1]. Thus, the
energy plays the role of gravitational charge in GR. As early as 1919, the French astronomer
Deslanders summarized the subject of Einstein’s theory with his remark that energy attracts
energy [2]. Since E is a component of the energy-momentum 4-vector pi (i=0,1,2,3), then just pi
becomes in general a gravitational charge in GR. As a consequence of this, the energymomentum tensor (that figures on the right side of Einstein-Gilbert’s equation) is the source of
the gravitational field for a continuous distribution of matter.
Consider now the known Minkowski equation
pi=mui,

(1)

where ui=dxi/dτ is the 4-velocity and τ the invariant (proper) time. Emphasizing that ui is the
contravariant 4-vector by definition (as the derivative from coordinates by scalar). In particular,
for the time component (energy) we have
E=p°c=mu°c=mγc2=mc2(1-v2/c2)-1/2 .

(2)

Here u° is the time component of 4-velocity, γ Lorentz-factor, and v the motion velocity of
a material body. As seen, Einstein’s quantity mE=E/c2 depends not only on the previous
(Newtonian) gravitational charge-mass but also on velocity. Thus, we have as if there are two
“gravitational sub-charges”.
The gravitational charge (energy) of a free body was considered above. However, the
picture changes significantly for the totality of material bodies. The energy of a certain body
defends on the gravitational field created by neighboring bodies. So, in the simplest ease of the
resting body, based upon the Schwarzschild solution, we have
c2dτ2=(1+2Ф/c2)(dx°)2,

(3)

where Ф is the potential of a gravitational field. Whence for the body energy we obtain
.
(4)
As a result, for the continuous distribution of substance, the corresponding “energymomentum tensor of matter” turns out to be dependent on the gravitational potential in spite of

its name. On the other hand, the negative sign of the second term of expression (4) means that
the contravariant form of energy in GR describes gravitational repulsion [3]. Thus, if the particle
as a de Broglie wave (described by the covariant 4-vector of energy-momentum pi) is attracted
by a gravitational field, then it as a particle (described by the contravariant 4-vector pi) tries a
gravitational repulsion. The ascription of the role of gravitational charge to energy led to such
strange consequence.
Conclusion
Energy takes on, in GR, the role of gravitational charge that depends on two sub-charges:
mass and velocity. What is more, the energy-momentum tensor of matter also depends on the
gravitational potential.
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